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ABSTRACT: From the beginning of twentieth Century, the construction of education evaluation system had become an
independent research field, which has aroused the concern of the educational fields in our country. Today this practical
evaluation system has become an important subject in the reform and development in national advanced education. Since
computer aided institution emerged, it was quickly applied in the construction of the practical evaluation system of the
advanced foreign language curriculum. In this article, we will analyze the construction of practical evaluation system based
on CAI in the advanced foreign language curriculum through the evaluation criteria and the results of evaluation system.
And summarized that the evaluation result can help to promote the effectiveness of the advanced foreign language curriculum
thus it can monitor the practical learning statement of the students throw CAI.
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1. Introduction

With the development of social economy, the form of the social has changed and began step into the information age whose
development mainstream are information science and technology. At the same time, the rapid development of computer information
technology is changing the world. Education, especially higher education plays a very important role in the development flow
of the society [1]. At present, computer and other related technologies have been widely used in education, such as advanced
foreign language curriculum. Computer aided institution uses the computer as the main media to carry out educational activities
and help to manage and organize teaching activities. To check whether the students have understood the advanced foreign
language courses well, the practical evaluation system based on computer aided institution emerged [2].

The left part of the article is organized as follows. Chapter two will introduce the state of the art, including the computer assisted
instruction and practical evaluation system of the advanced foreign language curriculum. Chapter three will show the readers
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results and the advanced language courses. Chapter four will analyze the result. Chapter five will be the conclusion.

2. State of the ART

2.1 Computer assisted instruction (CAI)
Computer assisted instruction (CAI) was developed by IBM company in 1959. Computer is the main teaching media in this
institution. In the application and development of computer network, projection and multimedia technology, it has been widely
used in education [3]. It has made the class more vivid and improved the teaching quality. In the advanced foreign language
curriculum, the talking top will become increasingly complex [4]. Thus, the conversation may cover and contain everything.
When it is implemented in advanced foreign language curriculum, it can help to promote the language behavior ability. CAI
systems fall into two basic types: a tutor or tool (Levy, 1997), although the term CAI often refers to computer tutors. In the tutor
classification, the computer has the information to be learned and controls the learning environment. CAI tool enhances the
teaching process, usually by focusing on one particular learning task and aiming to improve it. Within the tutor classification,
there are four modes: drill and practice, tutorials, simulations and games (Gloor, 1990). Drill and practice (also known as “Drill and
kill”) is suited to the behaviourist model, with repeated practice on lower-level cognitive skills. Despite the fact that often
frowned upon, it can be useful in certain contexts. The tutorial mode is likely to be one of the most common ones within CAI. In
this mode, the computer presents the information, guides the learner through the system, allows the learner to practise and then
assesses the learner. In simulation mode, the learner works with a simulation of the real world. Simulation is used where it is not
practical or feasible to provide the learning of “real-life” (for example, pilot training). In games mode, there is generally a
competitive element (e.g. time constraints or a race). The idea is to reinforce knowledge that the learner is supposed to have.
While it is usually more difficult to develop CAI programs in the simulation and games modes, learners tend to find them
entertaining and challenging. Tests to measure the effectiveness of CAI usually follow the psychometric tradition [5]. This
involves using standardised proficiency tests to measure the effects of instructional programs or methods on student learning
outcomes and comparing the results. In the psychometric tradition, there will typically be two groups of students: one group will
use a CAI program and the control group will be offered in the traditional classroom setting. Sometimes a pre-test is conducted
whereby each group is examined on knowledge before partaking in the learning process [6]. At the end of the instruction period,
the two groups undertake a test to see what has been learnt. This type of evaluation of the CAI process is perhaps the most
common because it follows traditional methods and is the easiest. CAI effectiveness is often too simplistic. With interaction
analysis, the interaction between the learner and the CAI program is observed. Interaction analysis can be either pedagogically
motivated. Pedagogically-motivated research seeks to determine what works. What resources does the learner use? Is the
program being used in the way that the designer. However, argues that any learning gain cannot be unambiguously attributed
to the use of computers [7]. He claims that it is difficult to separate the computer from the other variables such as practice and
reinforcement that affect the learning process. However, as it is generally agreed that CAI programs are at least as effective as
traditional methods, it will be assumed that they are of benefit, especially where the traditional methods may be not always
possible.

2.2 Practical evaluation system of the advanced foreign language curriculum based on CAI
Development of language testing has gone through four stages: First, Is writing - translation method (the essay-translation
approach)Stage, wherein no test skill requirements, not stress test Scientific and theoretical, mainly by teachers’ subjective
judgment, measured Test generally includes writing, translation and grammar analysis and other projects, usually Writing. This
test method, means a single, lack Scientific, systematic .The second stage is structuralism measurement, by American linguist R.
Structuralism test method emphasis on the elements of language independent analysis, single test, mostly multiple-choice
questions, language knowledge and content treated separately, with particular emphasis on ingredients were tested in different
languages, listening, speaking, reading, writing, translation and other language skills can be measured separately test. Language
subject has a strong independence, learners can be detected Tone, vocabulary, grammar and other knowledge. But many
linguists recognize, For language as a communication tool, it is an indivisible whole Body isolation test various elements of
language, does not reflect the true science Students language level of practical application. To test the target language
communicative language communicative ability test method [8]. Swain put forward. Model of communicative language ability is
perfect.” The pattern by the four departments Grouped into: grammar; social language skills; discourse can force; Strategic
Competence. This model is very much influence in the 1980s, but the drawback is it is not clear that these four off between the
ability system. We proposed a new Communicative language mode. In his view, communicative language ability is to Language
knowledge and language use scene features combine to create and the ability to interpret the meaning of (capacity). Linguistic
knowledge, strategic competence (strategic competence) and In the advanced foreign language curriculum, a few problems
should be taken into consideration in the programming. First, the class may emerge some language behavior. And it is necessary
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to transform these linguistic behaviors into people’s real life. Second, persons are influenced by social and cultural knowledge.
When we are in contact with foreigners, it is inevitable to use our social knowledge. The purpose of advanced foreign language
curriculum is to arouse the students’ ability to apply social and cultural knowledge.

Both lingua franca Introduction to foreign language teaching capacity mode and test production over the last decade. He had
a profound impact. However, how to correctly understand the language of communication various capacities, especially how to
understand the pragmatic energy Force and strategic competence, their mutual relations and mutual influence, and how to make
them effective measurement remains to be into Further explored. In the late 1990s, Communicative Testing began formula Micro-
based language teaching and testing tasks become a hot topic. Willis comes up with a detailed. Long and Norris pointed out,
designing, implementing any Service teaching, learners should first communication needs of current or future Make analysis,
determine which tasks must be mastered, then indeed. The type and difficulty of a given task, the task of teaching it into the
Pedagogic tasks, task-based teaching and thus the formation of large Gang, and implement in practical implementation of the
curriculum. Based on the task of teaching Learning evaluation should include both formative, but also include summative; Both
the evaluation process, but also the results of the evaluation, but the core is Student achievement to make the evaluation, which
will be produced based on any Language Testing Service (the task-based approach). Based on the language test tasks provided
for exploring language test New perspective, represents the direction of development of language testing. Language task-based
design and construct other issues. There are not answers, but many scholars have made in these efforts, and its application, or
will be used in the actual test [9]. See figure 1:

Figure 1. The scene of the advance foreign language curriculum based on CAI

The evaluation criteria in senior foreign language curriculum practical evaluation based on computer assisted system has
transformed from mastery of knowledge to practical and learning ability, and also including the learning motivation, interest and
other intelligent factors[10]. Therefore, it is hard to reflect the students’ situation accurately only by digital data. In this system,
thus it is developed by CAI, here will computer language and some digital data to show us the evaluation result. In the
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statement, there may be some fuzziness, such as strong learning ability, strong interest in learning, poor motivation to learn and
poor cooperation with others.

3. Methodology

According to the computer assisted technology and its application in construction of the practical evaluation system of the
advanced foreign language curriculum. The evaluation construction aims to know the effectiveness of the advanced foreign
language curriculum and find out the areas which needed to be improved. Moreover, with the computer institution the evaluation
system can also help to diagnose the language level of the students, check the learning progress, measure English level and
predict the advanced foreign language learning. Here, we conclude that the evaluation system should be structured as follow:

       Evaluation project              Evaluation content         Evaluation target             Recording mode         Evaluation method
       Learning behavior             Learning attitude,                To enable students           Recorded by the          Self assessment

                    enthusiasm, teamwork,        to have the                         teachers                    Teacher assessment
                                                    participation and                  advanced  foreign                                                   Team assessment
                                                    interest         language curriculum

        more passionate and
        active

             homework                    In&after the class         To enable students           Recorded by the           Self assessment
         to complete by                  students and

                                         themselves and work        hand in monthly
         out the problems

       English activity                  Participation, oral                 To cultivate students’      Recorded in                Judge assessment
     (including competitions,     expression ability,                emotional experience,       the curriculum             Self assessment
       speech and party)              body language                      team spirit and  self           file                             Teacher assessment

                     expression and                      presentation ability
                     emotion expression

        Outside reading                 Search the new words          Expand vocabulary         Reading notes              Self assessment
                     and and do the reading        and view,improve
                     comprehension           the comprehension

Table 1. Advanced foreign language curriculum practice evaluation content system

There is each specific function.
(1) User identity registration function
Moodle platform provides users with a variety of identity registration way. After the users login teaching platform, according to
the identity authentication mechanism settled by the system administrator, , users need to fill out personal information including
login name, user name, password, the user departments and class, E-mail address, etc.

(2) Account authentication function
This system uses the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol, for account authentication solution.

(3) User management function
System administrator can give the corresponding permissions for teachers, students, or course administrator according to the
actual teaching demand of each course.

(4) Course management function
Each course can be specified one or two teachers, which one has the supreme administrative authority according to the teaching
arrangement. who can add or remove the course of teaching contents ,activities and teaching resources. Students can select
course according to the arrangement of teaching courses.
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(5) Courseware management
Teacher can upload teaching courseware and teaching video related to the course to the system server. Students can autonomously
study or download courseware, and modify, and delete the courseware in real time.

(6) Homework management function
The teacher can add or delete homework according to the actual teaching situation in real time. When teachers choose online
adding homework, all students of this course can browse immediately, students who can finish classroom assignments and
submit. Teachers can set homework final submission date and the highest homework points in the operation module .The time
students submitting homework will be automatically recorded by the server. Teachers can assess the submitted assignments of
the class one-time .After teachers evaluating to students work, the system can send mail to inform students. Students can
resubmit homework after I receive teachers’ evaluation.

(7) Online Q/A function
The module is settled for the students who have questions in the learning process can get help from teachers and other
classmates. Students can also discuss with other classmates to solve the problems encountered in the process of learning. In
answer Q/A module, we established the perfect course database; students can check the database to find the answer. If there is
no satisfactory answer, students can also ask teachers via the answering module, the teacher make a reply feedback to students
through the module. after receiving the student’s questions.

(8) Test management function
This system supports that the teacher can establish the corresponding test of their course. Before the test the system will
automatically generate the test paper according to the teacher’s setting. Through the test module, teachers can organize
students to test at any time according to the teaching need. Test design, and the choice of topic can be done in the module.

4. Result analysis and discussion

This sample aims to research the construction of the senior foreign language course practical evaluation system which based on
CAI. In this paper, we will investigate students’ autonomous learning ability and practical ability. With the help of computer
aided system, the students are tested by listening, speaking, reading, writing, translation, etc. Here’s part of the computer
evaluation in the experiment.

No Application Proficiency Attitude Performance
231 Excellent Fine Excellent Excellent

232 Pass Fine Excellent Fine

233 Fine Fail Pass Fine

234 Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent

Table 2. Computer evaluation

We can conclude that, with the help of computer aided institution. The senior foreign language teacher can know the students’
mastery of the foreign language timely. According to the insufficient part, the evaluation system can help to formulate applicable
teaching plan which is cater to the students.

5. Conclusion

The advanced foreign language based on CAI is a profound educational transformation. On one hand, it can help to improve
teaching effect and students’ enthusiasm for learning. It will show us the advantages and disadvantage of this teaching form.
And the evaluation helps the students to recognize their own ability and proficiency. Moreover, it is good for the school to carry
on their teaching work much better. Above all, the construction of the practical evaluation system of the advanced foreign
language curriculum based on CAI will change Chinese knowledge structure and fate profoundly. Also, it is a new challenge and
a rare opportunity for the advanced foreign language curriculum teachers. New curriculum reform and evaluation lead a new way
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for the future foreign language education. It is believed as an ideal state which including knowledge, training skills, intelligence,
enlightenment thinking and perfect personality.
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